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Hypomyelination with atrophy of the basal ganglia and cerebellum (H-ABC) is a central

neurodegenerative disease due to mutations in the tubulin beta-4A (TUBB4A) gene,

characterized by motor development delay, abnormal movements, ataxia, spasticity,

dysarthria, and cognitive deficits. Diagnosis is made by integrating clinical data and

radiological signs. Differences in MRIs have been reported in patients that carry the same

mutation; however, a quantitative study has not been performed so far. Our study aimed

to provide a longitudinal analysis of the changes in the cerebellum (Cb), corpus callosum

(CC), ventricular system, and striatum in a patient suffering from H-ABC and in the taiep

rat. We correlated the MRI signs of the patient with the results of immunofluorescence,

gait analysis, segmentation of cerebellum, CC, and ventricular system, performed in

the taiep rat. We found that cerebellar and callosal changes, suggesting a potential

hypomyelination, worsened with age, in concomitance with the emergence of ataxic

gait. We also observed a progressive lateral ventriculomegaly in both patient and taiep,

possibly secondary to the atrophy of the white matter. These white matter changes

are progressive and can be involved in the clinical deterioration. Hypomyelination with

atrophy of the basal ganglia and cerebellum (H-ABC) gives rise to a spectrum of clinical

signs whose pathophysiology still needs to be understood.

Keywords: H-ABC, tubulinopathy, quantitative MRI, segmentation (image processing), cerebellum, myelin,

demyelination, ataxia

INTRODUCTION

Hypomyelinationwith atrophy of the basal ganglia and cerebellum (H-ABC) is a neurodegenerative
disease caused by mutations in the gene of TUBB4A (1–3). The effects of the mutations primarily
affect the nervous system and cause several cerebral malformations (4). Tubulin has a very
conserved sequence, and alpha-beta dimers assemble into microtubules that form the scaffolding
for cell shape and intracellular movements (5). In humans, the tubulin superfamily includes more
than 20 genes, 10 of which encode beta tubulins (6). Among the various isoforms, tubulin beta-4A
(TUBB4A) represents 46% of all tubulins in the brain, with the highest expression in the cerebellum,
putamen, and supratentorial white matter (7). In addition to the profound consequences on neural
development and on the CNS white matter, the effects on mutations in the TUBB4A gene (8) show
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a range of clinical and radiological manifestations that depend
on the identity and the position of the mutated residue and,
possibly, on the cell type involved (9). The onset of the clinical
findings is usually early in the infancy and includes motor
development delay, pyramidal and extrapyramidal movements,
ataxia, spasticity, dysarthria, and cognitive and sensory deficits
(1, 10–13). Brain MRI shows myelin deficiency, involving the
supratentorial white matter, CC, and internal capsule. The
cerebellum and caudate-putamen are atrophic (1, 10, 12, 14–16).
These changes can easily be associated with the characteristic
dystonia, tremor, and ataxia described for most of the H-ABC
patients. Similar findings have been reported in other diseases
[for review, see (17)].

We have previously reported a case of a patient diagnosed
with H-ABC carrying the Asp249Asn mutation in TUBB4A (13).
Here, we analyzed byMRI segmentation the longitudinal changes
of the affected structures in the central nervous system of the
aforementioned patient and in the taiep rat, the onlymodel of this
disease that, as well as the patients, carries a spontaneous tubulin
mutation (18). We used immunocytochemistry to correlate MRI
findings to histological damage and analyzed physiological gait
motor pattern and tremor signs. Finally, we also estimated the
changes in other affected structures such as the CC and the
ventricular system.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Case Presentation
We previously identified and confirmed a patient suffering from
H-ABC (13). Briefly, a 3-year-old female was first admitted in the
Department of Neurology due to motor signs. She presented a
delay in the acquisition of developmental milestones, with global
hypertonia. From the age of 6, she started with ataxia, dystonic
postures in the extremities, action tremor, and progressive motor
impairment. One year later, she lost all motor skills and dystonia
was uncontrollable. She suffered two dystonic status events
with oromandibular dystonia and lingual mutilation. Currently,
severe dystonia is still present, which is treated with botulinum
toxin twice a year.

Genetic Data
As far as we know, inbreeding and isonymy are not present in the
family history. We have previously shown that the patient carries
the g.6366T>C and the g.6337G>A point mutations. While the
first one is a silent mutation, the second substitutes an Asp with
an Asn at position 249 at the amino acid level (13).

Patient Magnetic Resonance Imaging
T1 (TR 500–567, TE 8.0–13.0)-, T2∗ (TR 3830–5270, TE 91.0–
137.0)-, and T2-weighted fluid attenuated inversion recovery
(FLAIR) (TI 2500, TR 8500, TE 105) magnetic resonance images
were acquired at 5 and 11 years with a Siemens Magnetom
Symphony (1.5 T). It was not possible to get digital MR images,
so we digitized them from the radiological plates, taking care to
acquire all images in the same conditions. All images were aligned
to obtain a sequential stack of images.

Patient and Rat Volumetric Brain Analysis
To manually segment 3D volumetric masks (cm3) for corpus
callosum (CC), cerebellum (Cb), lateral ventricle (LV), and third
and fourth ventricles, we used ITK-SNAP software (v.3.6.0; 1998–
2017 US NIH) (17). We referred to a neuroanatomical atlas (19)
as a reference of brain structures.

For the Patient

We manually segmented each structure of interest in each of the
sagittal consecutive T2-weighted MRIs and extracted the whole
brain. We designed a color code mask for each structure, i.e.,
pink for the cerebellum, cyan for CC, red for LVs, green for the
third ventricle, and blue for the fourth ventricle. After that, we
obtained measurements of each structure of interest using the
ITK-SNAP volume estimation tool. The volume is calculated as
a function of the number of voxels in each mask and then the
volume of each voxel for both ages is analyzed. To have a proper
understanding of the volume changes in the structures at the two
ages, we normalized the analyzed structures to the cranial volume
(%). Based on a previously reported method, we calculated the
cranial capacity of the patient at 5 and 11 years old using three
measurements: maximum head length (glabella-inion length),
maximum head breadth (measured between parietal eminences),
and the height between the highest point of vertex and the
external acoustic meatus (20).

The changes in the different structures in function of age
were calculated as the percent ratio of volume changes, between
11 and 5 years:

((V11years − V5years)/V5years)× 100.

For comparison, we took the data for volumes per brain regions
in normal children at 7 and 13 years, previously published (21),
and made the same analysis we did for our measurements.

For taiep Rats

All animals were provided by the animal facility of the
Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla where taiep rats
were originally described and raised.

Volume analysis of the whole encephalon, the CM, Cb, LV,
3rd, and 4th ventricles was carried out using ITK-SNAP (V 3.6.0)
software. The areas used to calculate volumes were obtained for
each slice by manually tracing the anatomical structure’s contour.

Gait Analysis
The gait was recorded using the CatWalk 9.1 system (Noldus
Technologies, The Netherlands); we recorded the number
of complete stepping cycles, the recording time, and the
regularity index that is the coordination between the limbs and
their cadence.

The CatWalk system is a catwalk made of black Plexiglas.
The roof consists of a red diode system and the platform is
a 6-mm crystal illuminated with green light. The catwalk is
21 cm in length. The stepping was obtained through a fast speed
camera (Gevicam model GP-2360C) and sent through a cable to
a computer server Dell precision T3500.
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For the analysis of the stepping and coordination among
the four limbs, we used the CatWalkTM software v. 9.1 under
Windows 7 software.

To obtain a regular stepping pattern, all subjects are trained
three times daily for 3 days. We added to the CatWalk system
an acrylic dark box (8 × 24.5 × 15 cm) to promote stepping to
the end of the walking tract and we used Fruit LoopsTM (Kellogg’s
company, México) as a reward.

The data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism (version 9.1.0
GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA).

Rat Magnetic Resonance Imaging:
T2-Weighted Images
The in vivo acquisition study included six taiep and four Sprague–
Dawley wild-type (WT) rats as controls at 1, 2, and 8 months.
High-resolution images of male rats’ brains were acquired using
a Helium-cooled 7.0 T scanner (BRUKER PHARMASCAN 70/16
Billerica, MA, USA) equipped with a gradient set with Gmax
= 760 mT/m. During the in vivo MRI recording, the animals
were anesthetized with isoflurane (Sofloran, PiSA Mexico), 5%
concentration dose for induction, and 1–2% to maintain an
adequate anesthesia level. A pulse oximeter monitored the
rats’ oxygenation level, and the body temperature was kept
constant throughout the experiment using a thermoregulated
water circulation system. T2-weighted images were acquired with
contiguous 0.8-mm sections in the coronal plane using a Rapid
Acquisition with Refocused Echoes (RARE) sequence with the
following parameters: repetition time (TR) of 2,673.5ms; echo
time (TE) of 33ms, field of view (FOV) 20 × 18 mm2, matrix
size 200 × 180 corresponding to an in-plane resolution of 0.1 ×
0.1 mm2. T2-weighted images of sagittal and axial sections were
acquired using a sequence with a TR of 15ms, TE 3ms, FOV 100
mm2, and an in-plane resolution of 0.208× 0.208 mm2.

Tissue Preparation and
Immunocytochemistry
Rats were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine–xylazine
(0.125–5 mg/kg, IP) and then sacrificed by decapitation. Brains
and cerebella were immediately fixed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS
for immunohistochemical processing. Fixed tissue sections were
immersed in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4◦C for 24 h and frozen using
tissue freezing medium (ref. 14020108926, Leica, USA). Thirty-
micron slices were obtained in a CM 1860 cryostat (Leica, USA).

Sections were marked with an anti-neurofilaments 200
antibody (N4142, Sigma, USA) and immunostained with Alexa
Fluor 488 (A11070, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). Myelin
sheaths were stained with Fluoromyelin red (F34652, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA) as indicated in the datasheet. Nuclei were
stained with DAPI (62248, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).

Microscopy
Immunofluorescence images were acquired with an LSM-710
confocal microscope (Zeiss) equipped with an LCI Plan-Neofluar
25X/0.8 and an alpha Plan-Apochromat 63×/1.46 Oil Korr M27
immersion objectives.

Pseudo-bright-field images were generated with residual 405-
nm laser light captured in transmission by an external non-
descanned detector (NDD) of the LSM 710 Zeiss confocal
microscope, using a 25× oil-immersion objective. Bright-field
images of whole organs were acquired with a Cytation 5 cell
imaging multi-mode reader (Biotek, Vermont, U.S.A.) with a 4×
objective. FIJI software (Schindelin, J, 2012) was used to convert
and reconstruct the fluorescence and bright-field images.

Statistics
Statistical analyses were carried out with GraphPad (version 9.1.0
GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Data are plotted
as mean ± SEM. Points represent individual measurements in
at least n = 3 per group. Statistical differences were analyzed
with appropriate tests, indicated in figure legends, comparing
the WT and taiep groups. For all experiments, p < 0.05 was
considered significant.

Institutional Review Board Statement
All experimental procedures were carried out following the rules
of the Declaration of Helsinki of 1975 revised in 2013 and in
compliance with the laws and codes approved in the seventh
title of the regulations of the general law of health, regarding
health research, of the Mexican government (NOM-033-Z00-
1995 and NOM-062-ZOO-199) and in accordance with the
recommendations of the National Institutes of Health Guide for
the Care andUse of Experimental Animals (eighth edition, 2011).
All the procedures for animals and patients were approved by the
institutional committee of bioethics in research of the University
of Guanajuato and the Benemérita Universidad Autónoma
de Puebla.

Even though this work does not include any participation or
interaction with the patient, permission to use the MRIs was
granted from the patient family.

RESULTS

Cerebellar and Callosal Atrophy in the
Patient Suffering From H-ABC
We analyzed the brain MRIs of the patient at two developmental
ages, 5 and 11 years. The first magnetic resonance scanning was
done at the age of 5, in the three planes (Figures 1A–C). Six years
later, a second comparative MRI was performed (Figures 1D–F).
Hypointensity in sagittal T1-weighted images and hyperintensity
of the white matter in the ventricles’ contours in axial
T2-fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) suggested a
potential hypomyelination at both ages (Figures 1A,F). Magnetic
resonance angiography was normal (data not shown). T1 images
showed cerebellar atrophy and hyperintensity of the deep white
matter of the brain, with involvement of U-fibers (Figures 1A,D).
T2-FLAIR images confirmed these findings. Furthermore,
comparing the hyperintensities in the cerebellum and CC at both
ages, it was possible to observe a progressive loss of white matter.
Pathognomic radiological signs of atrophy of the brain cortex,
CC, cerebellum, and basal ganglia were evident at both ages
(Figure 1). Sagittal and axial projections showed hydrocephalus
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FIGURE 1 | Qualitative analysis of the evolution of brain structures in a patient suffering from H-ABC. Sagittal T1-weighted magnetic resonance images obtained at 5

(A) and 11 years (D) show atrophy of cerebellum (open arrows) and corpus callosum (arrows) and involvement of U-fibers (arrowheads). Axial T2-FLAIR-weighted

magnetic resonance images obtained at 5 (B,C) and 11 years old (E,F) show atrophy of the brain cortex and ventriculomegaly [arrows in (B,E)]. Atrophy of caudate

(open arrows) and putamen (arrows) is also observed (C,F).

ex vacuo and asymmetric ventriculomegaly, worsening with the
age of the patient (Figure 1 and Supplementary Videos 1–4).

To evaluate volume changes, we performed a semi-
quantitative analysis of cerebral structures using image
segmentation analysis. The manual segmentation of each
structure of interest was highlighted with a different color mask
and then isolated to calculate the cranial volumes at both ages
(Figures 2A,B). The patient’s cranial volume was estimated using
anatomical measurements of the cranial structures obtained
from the axial and sagittal MRIs. The measures obtained at 5
years were maximum head length 16.91 cm, vortex-acoustic
meatus 12.47 cm, and maximum head breadth 13.67 cm, and
those obtained at 11 years were maximum head length 17.53 cm,
vortex-acoustic meatus 12.32 cm, and maximum head breadth
13.79 cm. The calculated cranial volumes were 1,110.43 and
1,142.33 cm3 for 5 and 11 years, respectively. Next, we quantified
the volume of the cerebellum and CC, as well as those of the
third, fourth, and LVs.

The volume of each structure was expressed as a percentage
of structure volume change calculated as described in Materials
and methods. When comparing the volume change in a period

of 6 years of H-ABC vs. normal children (21), we observed an

enlargement of the LVs (46.7 vs. 13.0%), 3rd ventricle (6.3 vs.

−1.7%), 4th ventricle (9.7 vs. −5.8%), and cerebellum (5.2 vs.
−8.8%); on the other hand, the CC decreased its volume (−46.3
vs. −5.2%) (Figure 2C). Moreover, the ventriculomegaly (2.164
vs. 3.175%) and CC atrophy (0.703 vs. 0.377%) observed in the
qualitative analysis were confirmed also with quantitative data
(Figure 2C).

The progressive enlargement of the LV in H-ABC expressed
as volume related to the cranial volume was 2.6–3.18%, while in

normal children, it goes from 0.66 to 0.75% in the same period
(Figure 2D).

Qualitatively, it was evident that the left ventricle was larger
than the right one. Indeed, when quantified, left ventricle was
always larger than the right ventricle at both analyzed ages (63.28
vs. 36.72 and 61.22 vs. 38.78%, respectively). While in normal
children, left and right ventricles are symmetric (51.9 vs. 48.1 and
52.27 vs. 47.73%, respectively) in the same period (Figure 2E).

Ataxic Gait Analysis in the taiep Rat
Gait coordination analysis was made using the CatWalk
system (Noldus Technologies, The Netherlands) (Figure 3A and
Supplementary Videos 5, 6). The results showed a significant
decrease in the number of complete stepping cycles from 21 to
90 postnatal days (p < 0.05) (Figure 3B). The duration of the
stepping pattern along the catwalk significantly increases with
the age of the subjects (p < 0.05) (Figure 3C). Importantly,
the regularity index, which is a measure of the coordination
among the four limbs, significantly decreased with age (p < 0.05)
(Figure 3D).

Longitudinal Quantitative Analysis of
Magnetic Resonance Images in the taiep

Rat
Sagittal and axial T2-weighted images of the same taiep rats
were acquired at 1, 2, and 8 months. WT and taiep rats
were scanned in the same session and at the same ages
(Figure 4). The high resolution of the images made it possible
to measure the volume of the cerebellum (Cb), CC, LV,
CC, LV, and the whole encephalon. White matter tracts in
control WT rats were hyperintense (Figures 4A,C). On the
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FIGURE 2 | Comparative analysis of brain structure volumes in the H-ABC patient and normal children in a period of 6 years. Representative images of T1-weighted

sagittal sections illustrating individual masks in the brain structures of interest (A,B). Lateral ventricles (LV) in red, third ventricle (3V) in green, fourth ventricle (4V) in

blue, cerebellum (Cb) in magenta, and corpus callosum (CC) in cyan. Change of volume structures from normal children and the H-ABC patient (C). The percentage of

volume of the lateral ventricles related to the cranial volume (D). The percentage of left and right lateral ventricles related to total lateral ventricle volume (E). Numbers

at the top of each bar indicate the value of represented data.

other hand, in the taiep rat, the cerebellar and callosal white
matter generated hypointensities, consistent with the loss of lipid
content (Figures 4B,D).When comparing taiepMRIs at different
ages, it is possible to observe that the ventricular volume increases
with age.

Analysis of Cerebellar Volume Shows
Severe Cerebellar Demyelination Without
Changes in the Total Volume
The high resolution of our T2-weighted images made it possible
to perform precise segmentation of the cerebellum (Figure 5A).
To calculate the longitudinal cerebellar volume changes, they
were related to the whole brain volume changes. As expected,
in WT rats, the encephalic volume increased significantly (p
= 0.0283) from 1 month (1,900.2 ± 40.4 mm3) to 2 months
(2,168.1± 22.3 mm3) and then remain unchanged (p = 0.933)
until 8 months (2,253.3 ± 8.5 mm3). Instead, in the taiep rat,
the encephalic mass did not show the same growth pattern,
i.e., no significant (p = 0.348) increase of volume was observed
at any analyzed age (to 1 month: 1,757.5 ± 38.6 mm3; to 2
months: 1,898.1 ± 22.7 mm3; and to 8 months: 1,949.8 ± 89.8
mm3). Comparing WT and taiep rats, the encephalic volume did
not show significant differences at 1 month of age (p = 0.383).

However, a delay in the growth rate in taiep rats is statistically
significant at 2 and 8 months compared to WT volumes (p =

0.0197 and 0.0159, respectively) (Figure 5B).
WT and taiep rat’s cerebellar volumes were calculated in the

same animal samples where we had previously measured the
encephalic volumes. Cerebellar volumes were 233.5 ± 11.5 vs.
212.48 ± 14.5 mm3 at 1 month; 253.4± 16.7 vs. 248.25 ± 11
mm3 vs. at 2 months, and 275.4 ± 30.1 vs. 258.6 ± 14.3 mm3

at 8 months, for WT and taiep, respectively. Considering the
delay in encephalic growth in taiep rats, we calculated the ratio
between the cerebellar and encephalic volumes. We did not find
significant differences (p > 0.05) at the three ages between those
ratios, either for control or taiep rats (Figure 5C).

We used the same brains of rats analyzed by MRI to perform
the histological analysis of the structures of interest, including the
cerebellum in taiep and WT rats of the same age (10 months).
In bright-field micrographs, the white matter of WT rats has a
higher optical density than the granular layer (Figure 5D). On
the other hand, the white matter of taiep rats looks less dense.
The fluorescent myelin staining is abundant and compact in WT
rats while it is sparse in taiep rats (Figures 5E,F). Furthermore,
neurofilament immunofluorescence reveals the demyelinated
axons (Figures 5E,F). These histology findings are consistent
with the hyperintensities observed in cerebellar MRIs of taiep
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FIGURE 3 | Analysis of ataxic gait in the taiep rat. Stepping pattern and limb coordination shows that taiep rats performed more steps of short distance to diminish

ataxic gait to be able to cross the catwalk (A). The regularity index decreases with the age of taiep rats (B). The recording time increases (C) and the number of

complete stepping cycles decreases (D) with the age of taiep rats (PND: postnatal days). Yellow circles: not taken into account; blue circles: start of a pattern; green:

part of a pattern; red: not part of a pattern. Data were analyzed by Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. *p > 0.05 between groups. RF, Right Front; RH, Right

Hind; LF, Left Front; LH, Left Hind.

rats and confirm the damage in the myelin of the cerebellar
white matter.

Ventriculomegaly Is Also Observed in taiep

Rats
As in the patient, MRI coronal sections of rat brains suggest
changes in the CC and LV of taiep rats during development
(Figure 6A). We analyzed the volume of these structures in a
longitudinal study at 1, 2, and 8 months.

The volume of LVs did not show significant differences (p >

0.05) at the analyzed ages (8 ± 1.4 mm3 and 18.7 ± 7.6 mm3)
in WT rats. Instead, in the taiep rat, even though there were no
significant changes in the volumes of the LVs (6 ± 1.2 and 15.5
± 4.8 mm3) between the first and second month (p = 0.801), a
dramatic increase in their volume appeared at 8 months (45.7 ±
4.4 mm3) (p < 0.0001 comparing 1 vs. 8 months and p < 0.0002
comparing 2 vs. 8 months) (Supplementary Figure 2). Related
to the encephalic volume, ventriculomegaly was significant in
the taiep rat (p < 0.0001 comparing 1 vs. 8 months; p = 0.0007
comparing 2 vs. 8 months) at 8 months (Figure 6B).

Analysis of Corpus Callosum Atrophy in
taiep Rats by MRI and Histology
The CC of WT rats was easily recognizable in the brain’s MRIs
(Figure 6A, green), while in the taiep rat, the CC appeared
very thin in some sections or even indistinguishable in others

(Figure 6A, green). We measured the volumes of the CC in
the regions where it was visible in the T2-weighted images. In
WT rats, the CC volume increased significantly from 1 to 2
months (39.4 ± 7.95 and 58.4 ± 1.8 mm3, respectively; p =

0.03) and from 1 to 8 months (74.3 ± 7 mm3, p = 0.0001).
However, we did not find significant differences (p > 0.05) when
comparing CC volume from 2 to 8 months. There were no
significant differences in taiep rats when the volume of the CC
was compared at different ages (at 1 month: 6.06 ± 1.1 mm3;

at 2 months: 7.3 ± 1.5 mm3; and at 8 months: 6.6 ± 1.7 mm3)
(Supplementary Figure 2).

Considering the differences in the encephalic volume between

WT and taiep rats, we calculated the CC volume related to the
encephalic volume. Data obtained showed that the CC volume

of WT rats increased proportionally to the encephalic volume.

We found significant differences between 1 and 8 months (p =

0.010), but not between 1 and 2 months or 2 and 8 months,
suggesting that CC grows slowly during WT rat development.
Instead, in the taiep rat, the volume of the CC related to the
encephalic volume did not show significant differences (p >

0.05) at any of the analyzed ages, indicating that the CC is
atrophic and it does not grow during development (Figure 6C).
It is important to note that the CC volume related to the
encephalic volume in taiep rats is significantly smaller (p< 0.0001
for compared ages) than that observed in WT rats at all the
analyzed ages.
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FIGURE 4 | Comparative analysis of the development of brain structures in the taiep rat. Representative images of sagittal T2-weighted MRIs obtained at 1, 2, and 8

months for the wild-type and taiep rat (A,B). Signals of the white matter of cerebellum (open arrows) and corpus callosum (arrows) are less visible in taiep rats

compared to WT. Representative axial T2-weighted MRIs obtained at 1, 2, and 8 months (C,D). Progressive enlargement of lateral ventricles (arrows) and cerebellar

demyelination (open arrow) is observed in taiep rat at 8 months (C,D).

FIGURE 5 | Anatomical and histological analysis of cerebellum in taiep rat at different stages of development. Representative images of T2-weighted coronal sections

illustrating individual masks in cerebellum (yellow) at 1, 2, and 8 months (A). Scatter plot of the values of encephalic volume. WT encephalon volume was significantly

bigger than that of taiep rats at 2 and 8 months (B). Non-significant differences were obtained for volume ratio cerebellum/encephalon of WT and taiep rats along the

analyzed periods (C). The data obtained for each rat are represented by one point in the plot (at least n = 3 for group). Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple

comparison test was performed. Different letters indicate significant differences between groups (B,C). Bright-field micrographs of coronal slices of cerebellum of WT

and taiep rat brains (10 months) (D). White dotted lines delimitate the white matter region in cerebellar folia. Myelin (red) and neurofilament (green) were revealed by

immunofluorescence (E,F). An enlarged view of the white squares for merge and separated channels is shown in (F). Nuclei were revealed by DAPI (blue). Scale bars:

30µm (E) and 10µm (F). GL, granular layer; WM, white matter.
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FIGURE 6 | Anatomical and histological matched analysis of corpus callosum in taiep and wild-type rats at different stages of development. Representative images of

T2-weighted coronal sections illustrating individual masks in the brain structures of interest at 1, 2, and 8 months. Lateral ventricles in magenta and corpus callosum in

green (A). The volume ratio was calculated as structure volume/encephalon volume (in mm3 ) at the same age (B,C). Scatter plot of the values of LV volume ratio (B)

and CC volume ratio (C). Each dot represents the data from one rat (at least n = 3 for each group). Two-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test

was done. Different letters indicate significant differences between groups. Representative coronal slices of corpus callosum and striatum of WT and taiep rat brains

(10 months) acquired by phase contrast microscopy (D). Myelin (red) and neurofilaments (green) were revealed by immunofluorescence (E–G). Amplifications of white

squares for merge and separated channels are shown in (F). Striatum (G). Nuclei were revealed by DAPI (blue). Scale bars: 1,000µm (D), 20µm (E), 5µm (F), and

100µm (G). LV, lateral ventricle; CC, corpus callosum; Sr, striatum.

A possible explanation for these findings is that the CC is
atrophic due to demyelination. To corroborate this hypothesis,
we analyzed the CC in fixed tissue sections (Figures 6E–G). In
phase-contrast micrographs, the white matter of CC of WT rats
was optically denser than in taiep rats (Figure 6D). A dimmer
fluorescent myelin staining in taiep rats confirmed the damage
in the white matter (Figures 6E,F). Additionally, we observed
that the same demyelination affected striosomes of taiep rats
(Figure 6G).

DISCUSSION

In this work, we analyzed longitudinal changes in cerebellar
volume and white matter characteristic structure, both in a
patient and in the rat model of H-ABC, combining clinical data,
physiological analysis of the rat’s ataxic gait, segmentation of
MRIs, and immunohistochemistry.We also analyzed the changes
in some other structures involved in this tubulinopathy.

Genetic analysis is used to confirm the clinical and radiological
findings in patients suffering from H-ABC; nevertheless, to
this day, the causative relationship between the symptoms
and the underlying mutations is still very complicated due
to the relatively recent description of the disease and the

incomplete understanding of each tubulin mutation’s effects on
the microtubules and cell physiology. Furthermore, due to the
unavailability of pathology material and to ethical reasons, it
is challenging to study pathophysiology of H-ABC in humans.
For these reasons, an animal model is invaluable to investigate
the disease’s mechanisms and essential for the proposal of
therapeutics. The taiep is a tubulinmutant that shares clinical and
radiological signs with human patients (18).

Our patient carries the point mutation D249N (13). Even
though this mutation is commonly found in this kind of
tubulinopathies (22–25), the clinical and radiological FLAIR
signs could vary among patients (9, 11, 24, 26). Our work’s
relevance stems from the quantitative longitudinal analysis of the
neurodegenerative changes in our patient’s brain, which were also
correlated to the same changes in taiep rats.

In the case of the patient, imaging analysis is based on the
changes in brain structures related to skull volume. Recently,
Mongerson et al. reported changes in the CC employing amethod
similar to the one we used here to evaluate degenerative processes
in the brain (27). They normalized the quantitative differences
in the CC (in %) using total brain tissue. In our case, it was
not possible to use total brain volume because of changes in
whole brain mass due to the neurodegenerative process (11).
These changes are quite evident in our patient, e.g., we observed
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a progressive increase in the ventricular system volume and
hydrocephalus ex vacuo. Consequently, the brain volume cannot
be used as a fixed parameter to compare volume changes in deep
brain structures. Instead, we used a previously described method
(20) to normalize the volume of the analyzed structures to the
cranial capacity.

Several works describe qualitative comparisons of the changes
between MRIs at different ages in the same patient. For example,
Hamilton et al. analyzed 42 patients with mutations in TUBB4A
(22). They found varying levels of hypomyelination and atrophy
of basal ganglia and cerebellum, with only one patient not
developing cerebellar atrophy. In some of their patients, there
was severe dilatation of the third and LVs. Joyal et al. compared
MRIs at 6, 11, and 17 months in the same patient(s), finding
no progression of myelination, and progressive atrophy of the
caudate, putamen, cerebellum, cerebral hemispheres, and CC
(22). We did not detect progressive atrophy of the cerebellum,
either in the patient or in taiep rats. It is important to note that
at a first glance, the cerebellum of our patient is larger than
the cerebellum in normal children. However, a deeper analysis
considering the cerebellar volume related to the cranial volume
clearly shows that the cerebellum in our patient is approximately
50% smaller than in normal patients (5.25% at 11 years vs. 10.46%
at 7 years, respectively), and the change in cerebellar volume is
minimal (0.26 vs. 0.92%).

Early anatomical descriptions of the taiep rat showed that
the cerebellum seems to be atrophic as its weight is 16% lower
than in the WT rat (28) and qualitative analyses showed that
the cerebellum was hypomyelinated (29) but without a neuronal
loss (30). Indeed, our immunofluorescence data confirmed a
normal cellular distribution but severe damage of the white
matter as a consequence of hypomyelination and a progressive
demyelination. This progressive white matter loss, without
apparent involvement of other cerebellar regions, could well
explain the decrease in the stepping pattern and the ataxic gait.

Cerebellar ataxia can be a clinical manifestation of several
genetic diseases (31–33), among them some leukodystrophies
(34, 35). So far, it is not known how tubulin mutations induce
cerebellar atrophy; however, in this organ, the ataxic signs of
H-ABC due to myelin loss could be explained with the damage
on afferent and efferent pathways. Nevertheless, motor signs of
this disease cannot be explained only with cerebellar dysfunction.
Contrary to what was previously suggested (30), we found
clear evidence of striatal damage in the taiep rat. MRI shows
a poor definition of this structure even in very young animals
(18). Here, we confirmed this damage by phase-contrast and
confocal microscopy. Motor dysfunction reflects damage in a
nervous network that involves also basal ganglia and cortical
areas (36–38).

Clear evidence of the progression of the demyelination process
is the atrophy of the CC. Our volumetric analysis revealed that
this structure lost 46% of its volume between ages 5 and 11. As in
other reported cases, our patient started with a delay in motor
development, which evolved into ataxia, dystonia, tremor, and
progressivemotor deterioration.With the rest of the degenerative
process, the dramatic change in the CC can contribute to the
motor consequences of this pathology and account for the
patients’ cognitive deficit.

Finally, LVs drastically increased their volume by 46.7%
between 5 and 11 years in the patient. By contrast, the third
and fourth ventricles’ volume ratios were minimal during
this developmental period (6.3 and 9.7%, respectively). The
progressive enlargement of LVs has been reported before (10–
12, 22), but it has never been quantified. Most probably, it is
due to the atrophy of white matter over time (10). There are
no conclusive explanations in the literature for this swelling,
but other authors have also found the same observation in H-
ABC tubulinopathy (11, 12). It must be emphasized that, in
our patient, the increase in the LV volume is asymmetric; i.e.,
the left ventricle is larger than the right one (63.28 and 36.7%,
respectively). Asymmetric ventriculomegaly is also present in
other brain malformations, and it has been associated with white
matter injury (39–41).

Our longitudinal volumetric analysis shows the changes in
different central structures in a patient suffering from H-ABC
and in the animal model of this disease. Our results showed
that cerebellum atrophy does not progress during development.
A possible hypothesis is that this atrophy develops during
the intrauterine life due to still unknown mechanisms, but
it does not advance after birth. Still, white matter damage
progresses, and hydrocephalus ex vacuo is a consequence of
this neurodegeneration. All this could explain the catastrophic
natural history of the disease. Despite all these findings,
radiological data are not the same in all the reported patients
diagnosed with H-ABC, even if they present the same mutation,
so H-ABC gives rise to a spectrum of clinical signs whose
pathophysiology still needs to be understood.
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